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THE ASIAN DEVELOPMENT FUND SUPPORT FOR GOVERNANCE: UPDATE 

ASSESSMENT 

 

1. Better governed countries are likely to deliver better development progress and outcomes than 

poorly governed countries. In essence, governance matters for the quality of growth and development, 

even if its relationship to economic growth is less clear.  

 

2. While the Asia and Pacific region has experienced impressive economic growth, indicators 

suggest continued weakness in key aspects of governance. This is backed by Asian Development Bank 

(ADB) stakeholder surveys which consistently find weak governance and corruption to be top concerns. 

Governance challenges are especially acute in Asian Development Fund (ADF) countries, as suggested 

by indicators such as government effectiveness and control of corruption. 

 

3. ADB has committed to helping countries strengthen governance to raise development 

effectiveness, and has backed this commitment with a steady program of public sector management 

(PSM) operations. 

 

4. For ADF X, it was agreed that all projects will comply with ADB’s governance and 

anticorruption policies, in particular the Second Governance and Anticorruption Action Plan (GACAP II) 

adopted in 2006. The plan prioritizes public financial management—including procurement and public 

expenditure management—and development of the legal and regulatory framework and capacity in 

sectors where ADB is active. Capacity development is fundamental to better governance in ADF 

countries. 

 

5. For ADF XI, it was recognized that ADF countries will continue to require long-term support for 

reforms and ADB agreed to expand and further mainstream governance considerations in country 

strategies, sectors, and in its operations, primarily through GACAP II risk assessment and management 

plans. ADB was to review and revise GACAP II, which was completed in 2013. The review identified 

ways to improve the quality and effectiveness of risk assessment and management plans. 

 

6. The Independent Evaluation Department’s 2014 evaluation on governance found that ADB has 

been responsive in its institutional and operational support and that it had supported many high-

impact interventions. However, the evaluation also found: inconsistent and weak governance 

diagnostic studies; a declining share of transport and energy operations with governance theme; 

limited use of technical assistance in infrastructure sectors (relative to the rapid growth in lending); 

weak GACAP II implementation at the project level; and poorly performing, but improving, PSM sector 

operations. 

 

7. The evaluation emphasized that achieving higher development dividends from growth will 

require a transformation in the quality of governance, which for most countries will be an arduous 

undertaking. ADB should continue to support governance, reform, and capacity development efforts, 

with a focus on better results through improved country- and sector-level governance diagnostic 

studies, sharper guidance for cross-cutting PSM operations, and the design and delivery of 

interventions that carefully consider countries’ governance contexts, institutional capacities, and 

political commitment.
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